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There is no denying that the raison d'être of CIOs 
in an enterprise has to do with technology. While 
tech was, is and will remain the prime respon-
sibility of CIOs, what they are expected to do 
with technology has changed drastically. What 
is driving the change is a change of technology’s 
role in business. .  

Earlier, a CIO was supposed to identify, buy, 
implement and maintain technology. He was not 
too concerned about understanding business 
needs except to the extent necessary to ‘roll out’ 
solutions. It has changed now to create solutions 
for business problems. In most cases, the busi-
ness solution is fully defined for him by the busi-
ness managers, which he is expected to translate 

to technology. But in some 
progressive organizations, he 
is expected to work with the 
business managers even figure 
out the business solution. That 
is because he only knows what 
is possible and ‘what more’ 
can be done while rolling the 
solution out. In effect, today’s 
CIO does understand business 
far more than his counterpart 
15 years ago! 

Look 
beyond 

the tech 
forecasts

T

EDITORIAL

This role is changing further. As the world gets 
more tech savvy, businesses are turning to tech too 
for almost everything. The CEO and board are today 
far more convinced about technology. They want 
to build differentiation leveraging tech before their 
competition. Which means the CIO has to go out 
and look for emerging technologies, startups and 
best practices and come out with ideas on how a par-
ticular tech will create value for his business. The 
most used term in relation to emerging tech is ‘use 
case’. The phrase itself denotes a technology first 
approach. This outside-in model is fundamentally 
different from the problem solutions model. For 
most of the time, you are working on a blank canvas 
only the contours of which are defined. 

How you apply technology, how you innovate, how 
you protect organizational information and intellec-
tual asset and how you develop second line leader-
ship are important considerations for today’s CIO. 

That is why it is imperative to look beyond tech 
forecasts that anyway cover only 15-20% of your 
work. You have to work on a wider canvas. Our 
cover story is about that canvas 

This outside-in model 
is fundamentally 

different from the 
problem solutions 

model. For most of the 
time, you are working 

on a blank canvas only 
the contours of which 

are defined. 
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tech companies. Location is an 
important factor in taxation and 
revenues. With servers in India, the 
internet companies will be treated 
as a permanent establishment and 
authorities will be able to tax all 
income attributable to India. 

Experts feel if internet companies 
host data locally, it would help the 
government have better supervision 
over it. In the Union Budget 2018-
19, the government had proposed 
to amend the Income Tax Act to 
tax digital entities with a large 
user base or significant 
economic presence in the 
country. The guidelines on 
the last Budget proposal 
are still awaited. The 
government had also 
introduced a 6% tax in the 
form of an equalization 
levy, known as Google 
tax, on the amount paid 
to internet companies by 
advertisers.

Though the levy faced 
initial resistance, the 

Data localization 
debate takes a 
‘taxing’ turn
The Government of India's 
insistence that internet companies 
host data of Indian users in 
local servers may not have been 
prompted only due to concerns 
about data security of the citizens. 
Reports suggest that the push may 
also have come as these companies 
deliver services mostly from 
overseas and hence are outside 
India’s tax jurisdiction. 

It is being said that the government 
may be attempting to ensure that 
internet companies like Facebook 
and Google pay their taxes for 
services including advertisements 
sold to local clients in India.

Given the laws, the government 
can tax only those entities that 
have a presence in the country. 
Companies like Facebook provide 
all their services in India without a 
physical presence in the country. 
They do have India subsidiaries 
here, but the business done through 
these is limited. When an Indian 
signs up for Facebook or Google, 
it is not with an Indian arm of the 

“Capital is tight ... 
looks like we're 

going to have to delay 
infrastructure and 
system upgrades”

WhAT 
CIOs ARE 
TIREd OF 

hEARInG... 

around
thetech
trend Alert  

revenue from the equalization levy is 
over InR1,000 crore till March 2018, 
said reports. Yet, experts say India 
is still losing out on tax revenues as 
the levy is not valid on services such 
as annual or monthly subscriptions 
to streaming websites, or paid 
promotions done through platforms 
such as Facebook. data localization 
thus becomes a strong weapon 
for the government to make these 
companies cough up their dues.

Facebook is expected to generate 
revenue of USd980 million from 
India in 2018. Google India reported 
a 30% increase in revenues and the 
amount transferred for “purchase 
of advertising space”, increased by 
36%  according to regulatory filings.

however, other experts argue 
that India’s steps into a dangerous 

game through 
the localization 

debate. 
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makingheadlines 

gender 
bender 

By the Book 

Former FBI futurist, Interpol advisor 
and beat cop Marc Goodman, gives a 
guided tour on what could go wrong 
when you inhabit the internet world in 
his book ‘Future Crimes: Everything Is 
Connected, Everyone Is Vulnerable and 
What We Can Do About It’.   

From businesses, governments, 
law enforcement agencies, criminals, 
mafia, hackers, hactivists, con artists, 
cyber bullies, stalkers and you name it, 
everyone can access your personal and 
intimate details and that too without 
having to try too hard. What's more, 
without our knowledge, all our per-
sonal data is being tracked and stored 
in some database somewhere. To add 
insult to injury, all this data is up for 
sale, is sliced, diced, hacked and shared 
with or without our consent. 

The book is scary, unfolding one hor-
rible cyber crime after another that are 
sure to freak you out. Goodman does a 
great job of explaining how futile is anti-
virus software given their manufactur-
ers are always a step behind the hack-
ers. So it is left to us to protect ourselves.

The author also provides a futuris-
tic view into the security and privacy 
threats. Despite some technical bits, 
the clear and concise writing makes it a 
lucid read for even laypersons. Do read 
it for the good strategies and best prac-
tices that you can employ to cyber safe 
yourself. 

Who else but Facebook! It is again in the headlines and for all the wrong 
reasons too.  Yet another of its privacy and security scandal, stands exposed 
thanks to the investigations by the New York Time. The investigations have 
revealed that Facebook is using much more comprehensive data with corpo-
rate partners than was previously thought. It includes everything from contact 
list to private messages that you send to your intimate partners. Those receiv-
ing access to private messages include companies like Netflix, Spotify, and the 
Royal Bank of Canada, while Amazon, Sony, and Microsoft went for access to 
users’ friends on Facebook. Companies named by NYT have gone in denial.  
Big apples like tech giant Apple too have been benefitting from Facebook’s 
policies. NYT reports that Facebook empowered Apple to hide from Facebook 
users that its devices were asking for data. Even those Facebook users who 
had changed their account settings to disable all sharing were not spared. 

Can technology do what we as a society have failed 
to do? The answer seems to be resounding yes. And 
many would be surprised to know that it is Block-
chain, – yes you read it right – that is being put to 
uses beyond cryptocurrency in an effort to empower 
women. With traditional efforts to the age old prob-
lem of sexual assault failing, it is heartening to know 
that Blockchain’s ability to store and record informa-
tion and anonymize records has become a potential 
defence for women in their fight against sexual 
assault. In China, notorious for internet censorship, 
the #MeToo movement couldn’t gain momentum until 
early 2018 when Chinese student activists provided 
an impetus to the movement using Ethereum block-
chain technology to surpass government censorship. 
Another such effort using Blockchain is Callisto, which 
is a tech nonprofit based in San Francisco. It is work-
ing to empower survivors to report incidents. Callisto 
campus is their university based initiative.
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Autonomous

2019 may well be the harbinger of good news for the tech industry. 
For starters, hiring of technology graduates is going to double
and the reasons for this would be transformation in businesses, 
changing customer requirements and the disruptive newer tech-
nologies that demand new skills and new ways of working. Accord-
ing to a report in ET, the major sectors that would be stepping up 
intake of technology graduates include automakers, banking and 
financial services firms, consumer goods, manufacturers and drug-
makers.  Roles and positions that are already seeing an uptick in 
hiring include robotics and cognitive automation, blockchain, deci-
sion thinking, decision science, enterprise architecture, machine 
learning, cloud and digital transformation consulting, solutions 
specialists, natural language processing and artificial intelligence.  
The industry focus has recently shifted to design and architecture 
experts, analytics leads, advanced technologies developers, product 
managers, data science and data governance experts, etc. 
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A Forbes report has recently listed the top 5 transformative 
technologies that are set to change human life completely 
in the next decade. The list curated by researchers at Lux 
in its ‘19 for 2019’ report looks at some of the most inno-
vative technologies that will change the world economy. 
Lux adds five new transformative technologies to the list 
of Machine Learning and AI, Wearable Electronics, 3D 
Printing, Genome Editing, Augmented Reality and Virtual 
Reality. These new technologies are Battery Fast-Charging, 
Graphene and 2D Materials, Drones, Precision Medicine, 
Perovskite Solar, Natural Language Processing, Generative 
Design, Last-Mile Transportation and Blockchain.
1. Battery fast-charging: One of the key clean energy tech-

nologies, battery fast-charging is slated to promote elec-
tric vehicle market. Further as lithium-ion era or Li-ion 
technology reaches the limits of improvement  it is being 
hoped that solid state batteries will propel the EV industry 
further. Another innovation in the transportation industry 
forecast to grow big is last mile transportation which could 
take the shape of electric bikes, mopeds and scooters, and 
allow people to move seamlessly from one mode of trans-
port to another and minimise the use of fuel-guzzling cars. 

Watch out! These technologies will be 
altering your life in New Year

2. Perovskite solar technology: Stuck in the lab for many 
years, 2019 could well be the year when Perovskite solar 
technology comes on its own. This technology is touted 
to make solar panels more efficient and solar power more 
cost efficient.

3. 5G: This technology will be the enabler of Internet of 
Things by allowing networks to handle more data. It will 
also enable other technologies like autonomous car. 

4. Drones: These will play a bigger role in 2019 in areas such 
as safety inspections, aerial mapping identification of crop 
diseases, etc.

5. Blockchain: It will find other uses away from crypto- 
currencies and will come on its own as a facilitator of 
financial transactions, smart contracts and many other 
innovations.
Other technologies to look out for in 2019 include microbi-

omes, or bacteria that can be used to replace pesticides and 
precision medicine that will enable drugs to target specific 
problems and be tailored to individuals in the health field. 
Graphene and 2D materials, Materials Informatics, Gen-
erative Design and Natural Language Processing are some 
other hot technologies in the coming year.
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E
very year, in December-January, we are 
thrown with dozens of new tech forecasts that 
all look pretty much the same. But that is not 
the problem. If anything, it is reassuring that 

there is a broad consensus. 
The issue here is something else. It is much like 

Indian Railways Budget. Over the years, it has 
become a smaller and smaller part of India’s overall 
Budget. Beyond the thrill of figuring out if a new train 
would run through your town, it serves little purpose. 
Not that it is not useful; but its importance in the over-
all scheme of things has become less and less. 

The same with the tech forecasts. Do you need to be 
a great analyst to tell that AI or cyber security will be 
hot? But more importantly, how important are tools 
and technologies in the overall responsibility of the 
CIOs, who, finally is now a true business leader—after 
years of talking about it.  

A CIO’s responsibility is far more than selecting, 
purchasing and rolling out technologies. He has to fig-
ure out how tech can add business value. That makes 
him do several things other than the three mentioned 
above. He needs to be aware of/worry about many 
more things. 

Our list of nine key phrases is drawn after looking 

at the CIO’s universe and figuring out what would  
he be conversing about the most—the tools, the 
technologies, the practices, the ideas—in the next 12 
months or so. 

Here is the list: 
1. artificial Intelligence

2. Data-driven

3. Data Protection

4. Design Thinking

5. robotic Process automation

6. security first

7. Upskill

8. Use Case

9. User experience

Missing something? Is Blockchain conspicuous by 
its absence? We tell you, it is not a miss. It is an exclu-
sion. You will read why. 

Every key phrase is measured by two param-
eters—how new is it, through Newness Index and 
how familiar are the CIOs with them. The XY chart 
plots them on two axes. As many as seven key phrases 
are not so new and high on CIO understanding index. 
They are in the action zone. 

Just one is fairly new but understanding is not 
so low. That is what most will experiment with in 

Robotics Process 
Automation

Design Thinking

Data Driven

Use Case

 Newness Index

CI
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User Experience

Data Protection

Artificial Intelligence

Security First
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ACTION ZONEEXPLORATION ZONE

LEARNING ZONE

Top 9 Key Phrases For 2019: Positioning
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the next few months. There is one that we foresee becoming a hot 
phrase. That is in the learning zone. The CIOs would do well to 
familiarize themselves with Design Thinking to drive innovation 
and human centric approach.

We present here the nine phrases (and one notable exclusion). 
With each phrase is mentioned its type, its Newness Index, its CIO 
Understanding Index, what that phrase means and why we think it 
will be hot in 2019. 

The sequence is alphabetical.

Artificial Intelligence
Type: Technology

Newness Index: 1

CIO Understanding Index: 9

 What? Our first key phrase is a non-brainer. Today’s artificial 
intelligence (AI) is all about making machines understand languag-
es, context and take decisions through learning and self-correction, 
in addition to intelligent algorithms. It has got multiple applications 
in the business. 
 Why? Artificial Intelligence is already eating the world (with apol-
ogies to Marc Andreessen). The immense popularity of the technol-
ogy is because it promises to offer some of the basic improvements 
in business efficiency to long-term business model change. The 
entry barrier is fairly low—allowing people to experiment and even 
fail! This is in contrast to say Blockchain, another buzzword, which 
has remained just that—a buzzword for businesses other than a few 
like banking. The initial commitment for even a pilot is huge. 

It has become so ubiquitous—especially the conversational appli-
cations or chatbots that work on understanding of natural language. 
Chatbots, which today is considered synonymous with AI, is just the 
tip of the iceberg. AI can impact almost all parts of the business—
HR, marketing, customer service, manufacturing, even strategic 
decision making—to make visible impact on those. In India, almost 
all major B2C companies have done some implementation of AI/
machine learning based with a huge pipeline of projects. 

Even while it has started showing the results in specific areas, 
the long-term impact of AI has become a major topic of discussion 
because it raises many ethical and legal questions. Many nations 
including India have enacted/drafted their national AI strategies. 
India already has 100s of startups working on AI.

This would easily be the most actionable area through 2019, as 
businesses try to figure out what would give them quick results and 
how they can use it for long-term competitive advantage. AI, com-
bined with another key phrase in this list, ‘use case’ may rule CIO 
lingo in the year.

Data-driven
Type: approach

Newness Index: 3

CIO Understanding Index: 7

 What? Typically, data-driven, as an adjective, is 
used to describe a decision taken or action initiated by 
analysis of data, as opposed to basing them on human 
perception or intuition. The term has a much wider 
meaning now.   
 Why? Basing decisions on data is not a new con-
cept. Edward De Bono referred to it as White Hat 
thinking in his legendary book, Six Thinking Hats. 
But with availability of data, better computing avail-
ability and now machine learning, the expectations 
from data-based decision-making is rising. The term 
is now used as an adjective, not just with a specific 
decision or action but with business models too. A 
data-driven business model, as the name indicates, 
is a business where most business decisions includ-
ing strategic ones, is taken through data analysis. 
Typically, it could mean too things. One, strategic 
decision-making based on insights derived from 
analysis of data, which could be internal (like sales 
data or manufacturing data), external (like open data 
or reports) or new (research) data (data from research 
done for specific purpose). It could also mean automa-
tion of operational decisions through data analytics 
without human intervention. Often, a real data-driven 
business makes use of both. In fact, the hype of AI and 
machine learning is also based on the foundation of 
data and analytics. 

For CIOs, rise of data analytics has been a double-
edged sword. While it has put IT in the centre stage, 
data analytics has of late emerged as an independent 
activity and many companies that deal with large 
amount of data are appointing teams specialized in 
data science. These groups in some organizations are 
of significantly large size and have taken the custodi-
anship of data from the CIOs, though in effect, all the 
tech needed for capturing, processing, storing and 
analyzing (and now complying with regulations, see 
Data Protection) the data is still implemented by the 
CIO’s team. 

With IoT and machine learning, the ability of data 
to play more and more meaningful in the entire busi-
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ness value chain is only rising. How CIOs tackle the 
data deluge to extract insights and help in business 
gains is something that will be mainstream task for 
CIOs in next few months.

Data Protection
Type: Goal

Newness Index: 2

CIO Understanding Index: 7

 What? Protection of the personal data of individu-
als by organizations, typically by complying with 
legislations enacted in different regions.  
 Why? Protecting information—especially that 
stored in electronic form—is nothing new for busi-
ness organization, as it is driven by competitive rea-
sons, such as protecting business confidentiality and 
intellectual property. However, of late, there is rising 
awareness and sensitization about individual’s rights 
over their own personal data. Countries across the 
world have enacted legislations that require that this 
data be protected, deleted, or shared with the own-
ers of the data (individuals) as and when they want. 
While European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR) is the most well-known, India 
is enacting its own data protection law which is now 
in draft stage. Over the next year, this will become a 
major task before IT, as more and more digitization 
happens. The B2C businesses which directly deal 
with personal data of individuals will be impacted 
more. Typically, it is the Chief Information Security 
Officer (CISO) who is responsible for ensuring this. 
But since security is part of IT in most industries 
other than a few highly regulated industries like 
banking, insurance and telecom, it is the CIO with 
whom the buck would finally stop. This is likely to be 
a major priority for many organizations once the leg-
islation comes through.    

Design Thinking
Type: Management Idea

Newness Index: 8

CIO Understanding Index: 2

 What? Design thinking is a borrowed concept from designers that 
found its way to UX and from there to business. The method con-
sists of five steps—Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test—to 
make any ideation or problem solution process more human centric. 
It is especially used in tacking problems that are unknown or not 
well-defined, often called wicked problems. 
 Why? As business problems—and by extension IT challenges—
become more and more fuzzily defined, the need for design thinking 
is felt more and more. As innovation becomes an expectation, tech 
teams in organization, both for their IT operation and in their col-
laboration with business units, need to follow design thinking to 
draw on a blank canvas.

CIOs need to be familiar with design thinking in order to inno-
vate and leverage the new developments that are taking place. At the 
same time, its user-orientation will help IT teams to apply design 
thinking to better design their solutions. 

If we have to recommend one thing that CIOs and senior IT man-
agers need to learn in 2019, it should be design thinking. 

 

Robotic Process Automation
Type: Practice

Newness Index: 7

CIO Understanding Index: 7

 What? Robotic Process Automation (RPA) aims at automating 
business processes with repetitive tasks through use of pre-defined 
algorithms or machine learning. It makes voluminous business 
processes more efficient and error-free by replacing humans by 
machines for doing repetitive tasks. 
 Why? RPA addresses several challenges. First and foremost is 
cost. RPA can do the same task at a fraction of cost than the human 
being. Secondly, the efficiency and accuracy of an automated process 
is far better. Third, it makes the processes extremely scalable, as 
hiring and training takes a lot of time. Fourth, there is tremendous 
enhancement in speed. Finally, accuracy goes up manifold. All this 
makes RPA a very exciting proposition.

India is a services country and is the world’s back office. So, the 
fundamental value proposition for RPA is very strong in Indian 
market. We believe RPA—which does not feature in many big fore-
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casts—will be the dark horse of 2019. Unlike many other tools and 
technologies that are just talked about without any real progress on 
ground, RPA would see a lot more action. We expect RPA to be one 
of the hottest selling technologies of 2019.

Security First
Type: approach

Newness Index: 2

CIO Understanding Index: 9

 What? Traditionally, security of a system or application is initi-
ated after the basic functionalities and user interfaces are built. That 
is changing with security being initiated right at the beginning of a 
rollout, development or design. 
 Why? Businesses today are far more sensitized about the threat 
from cyber risks. Earlier, technology security initiatives were 
around computers, networks, datacenters and other such IT infra-
structure. Today, more and more parts of any organization’s opera-
tions are getting digitized, often generating huge amount of data, 
which are often analyzed at the real-time to take operational deci-
sions. A security failure in one small system can bring the entire 
business down. Instead of earlier practices of ‘securing’ the system 
after building it, there is a growing demand for securing it right at 
the time of building it. In the typical IoT-based projects in manufac-
turing, it is becoming an imperative. 

In software development cycle, the concept of DevSecOps is 
becoming popular. DevSecOps is security along with DevOps. It 
works on the premise that everyone in the software development life 
cycle is responsible for security. It is about trying to automate core 
security tasks by embedding security controls and processes early 
in the DevOps workflow

Increasingly, this approach is becoming ubiquitous. In the next 12 
months, the phrase is likely to be used much more.

Upskill
Type: Goal/Task

Newness Index: 2

CIO Understanding Index: 9

 What? The need is to train and retrain enterprise tech workforce 
to make them up-to-date with new technologies and new business 
applications of technology.
 Why? Upskill is still not part of proactive vocabulary of CIOs, even 
though when asked specifically about challenges, skills availability 
is always cited as a reason. In newer areas like AI and Big Data as 

well as in newer sub-areas within security, availabil-
ity of skills is a major challenge. While the problem is 
well-understood and well-defined, the solutions that 
are discussed are often vague, half-hearted. Many 
managers want to avoid the more difficult path of 
training and instead want to hire. But it is now clear 
that the pool has to be created and there is no running 
away from reskilling workforce. 

While many organizations do not realize the need 
for skills unless they use it, the new regime of outside-
in or looking continuously at emerging technologies 
to identify their potential for one’s own business is 
something that requires quick overviews of tech and 
their business application. The MOOC sites have 
already been doing brisk business. Increasingly, we 
will see their turning to enterprises in a big way for 
their business.

New technologies are just one driving factor for 
skill augmentation. A major skill training is required 
for users who have traditionally been using non-IT 
technologies and are now required to use IT because 
of digitalization of their core functions. Unless it is a 
special area like manufacturing, the buck would stop 
at CIO. 

While reskilling is still the most common phrase 
to describe, upskill is more sensitive and politically 
correct, as it does not give that older skills are out-
dated. Progressive organizations are already using 
the phrase. 

Use Case
Type: approach

Newness Index: 4

CIO Understanding Index: 6

 What? It is short for proactive exploration of 
emerging technologies for identifying opportunities 
for creating business value.
 Why? As businesses get convinced that technology 
can indeed be an enabler of competitive advantage, 
there is a rush to use emerging technologies as early 
as possible. So, the focus has shifted to take up a 
technology like blockchain or machine learning and 
see in which part of the business and in what way it 
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can be applied to close gaps or create new revenue 
opportunities or create disruptively huge efficiency 
gains. For the CIOs, it has created a dilemma; all these 
years they have been preached that they must talk the 
language of business rather than the language of tech-
nology. And now suddenly, they have to start with 
technology and look for application in the business. 
However, it is not as paradoxical that it seems at first 
go. Earlier, when they talked about technology, it was 
without adequate understanding of business; it is just 
the reverse. What ‘use case’ has done it is that it has 
allowed the CIOs to take the lead—without waiting for 
a tight problem statement, defined by someone else. 
They know the technology, they know the business. 
They must think proactively to combine both in the 
most meaningful way. Just knowing tech and under-
standing business is not enough; they must actively 
scout for what is happening out there in the world of 
technology and its application in their industry glob-
ally and how they can do it. This need for active scout-
ing requires newer attitude, newer skills. Some call 
it outside-in regime as you do not start with internal 
problem statement to the world but come to the orga-
nization with opportunities available out there.

User Experience
Type: Goal/Task

Newness Index: 3

CIO Understanding Index: 6

 What? User experience, in the traditional sense, is 
the human interface of any system or product. It typi-
cally concerns itself with ease of usage. The meaning 
is a bit wider now.
 Why? User experience has been one of the most 
important factors in certain industries like e-com-
merce and online businesses that differentiate their 
products and services based on user experience. 
Often, the ease of use is given equal or more impor-
tance than functionality, range of features and  
even ruggedness. Traditionally, enterprise software 
has been driven by functionality, security, interoper-
ability and a host of other factors, often at the cost of 
ease of use. 

That is changing. So much so that user experience is becoming 
essential CIO lingo. This is happening, we believe, because of five 
major reasons.

One, consumerization of technology in businesses that has led 
to users demanding what they want and getting away with it. Two, 
rise of non-IT business decision makers for IT products (which is 
further catalyzed by SaaS models) who look for ease of use. Some 
product makers like Tableau have used this trend to get into enter-
prises by targeting business users and making products with great 
UX. Three, with more and more parts of business getting digitalized, 
much more human beings are now dealing with IT systems, some 
of which may have not even used a computer for their work. They 
need to be given systems and apps that are easy to use. Four, many 
organizations dealing with consumer products and services—such 
as banking, telecom, automobiles—have realized the need of UX in 
differentiating, which has led to UX taking centre stage in consumer 
facing applications. It has had some rub-off effect even on enterprise 
applications. Finally, there is availability of tools on cloud which 
allows startups and others focused on building an enterprise app 
adding great UX features by using APIs available, without having to 
hire large UX teams which are difficult to maintain. 

Businesses have already started adding UX parameters to evalu-
ation of products and building it into development system. It is 
going to be even more important in next few months.

Notable Exclusion

Blockchain
Type: Technology

Newness Index: 8

CIO Understanding Index: 1

 What? Blockchain ensures the trusted transactions through a 
shared ledger with access given to multiple entities that have tradi-
tionally maintained their own ledgers, and often compete with each 
other. Once they share a ledger, with adequate privacy, a transaction 
does not have to be recorded multiple times by multiple entities. 
Based on their permissions, a participating entity can initiate, mod-
ify or just see the transaction. What is really different is that tradi-
tionally, the competing entities have required a trusted third party to 
secure those transactions. But blockchain, by making transactions 
transparent, removes the need for that third party. 
 Why not? If it was just about listening to discourses, Blockchain 
would probably feature right at the top, along with AI. But if it is 
about CIO’s speaking about it, blockchain would feature nowhere. 
We may sound a bit pessimistic but we believe, beyond banking and 
allied services, blockchain is not going to see major action in enter-
prises and hence less likely to be part of action lingo of CIOs. That 
explains the exclusion.
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a
As businesses try to become data-driven, AI  
will power that journey. We present a list of start-
ups who, through their cutting-edge work on 
enterprise AI, can help you build a competitive 
advantage.

The web domain associated with a small coun-
try, which few would even be able to point out 
on a world map, is today the most sought after. 
Anguilla, whose top-level domain is .ai, has 
seen an explosive growth in registration of these 
domains, as more and more companies working 
in the artificial intelligence space queue up to reg-
ister for domains *.ai.

Artificial Intelligence, is red hot. 
Artificial Intelligence will change the world. 

It will change the equation between men and 
machine. It will change the way humankind lives 
(and dies).

No one is taking these prognoses lightly. When 
is the last time you heard all major nations in the 
world—US, EU countries, China, India—coming 
out with national strategies on a technology? 

Whether these national strategies—differing 
widely in their objectives (China wants to use AI 
to compete; EU is worried about the impact AI 
will have on human beings; India wants to be a 
global innovation garage of AI—will achieve what 
they are set out to do is anyone’s guess. But they 
have achieved one thing. They have built tremen-
dous ‘credible’ hype around the area. Credibility 
is important because hype per se is not such a 
new thing for the tech community. 

All this hype around AI, in this ‘use case’ era, 
has resulted in businesses scrambling to embrace 
AI to make a positive impact to their business. 
What has turned this hype into a real activity is 
that the barrier to experiment—why, even imple-
ment—is low in case of AI. Contrast that with say, 
something like Blockchain. It is not for everyone 
to set aside significant time and resources and 
quickly stitch together an alliance or ecosystem. 
AI does not just require lower investment and 
other resources, it shows quick results; never 
mind the what-is-real-AI debate. 

So, the top executives want to ride the AI wave 
and make ‘an impact’. While a small fraction 
of those businesses has formulated strategies 
around AI and analytics and have built up data 
teams which are taking this up, in most others 
it is the CIO with whom the buck stops. Even in 
those businesses where there is a separate data/
analytics team, the CIO is often the incubator for 
the initiatives concerning application in business 
functions. In more data mature organizations, 
they are still active collaborators.  

In this year’s CIO&Leader annual conference 
in August, seven out of ten CIOs chose AI as the 
technology that they are most interested in. Yet, 
when this writer talked to them, many of those 
who had even implemented AI solutions like 
intelligent bot by a startup did not even know 
names of other solution providers beyond the 
one that they worked with or maybe, one/two 
more. Surely, they are missing something. Some 

All this hype around AI, in this ‘use 
case’ era, has resulted in businesses 
scrambling to embrace AI to make a 
positive impact to their business, as the 
barrier to experiment is low in AI
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of these startups—with offices both in India and US—are 
working with leading global companies. Not only are they 
creating solutions with cutting-edge technologies, they have 
immense understanding of issues in verticals.

That is when we decided to come out with this list. This is 
a simple list of AI startups who have tangible solutions/ser-
vices leveraging AI—in various aspects. By no means, they 
are the only ones. 

What this list is? And what it is not?
First, by design, it is a list of startups. The definition we have 
used here is: they are ten years or younger. That is, they have 
started in 2008 or after. 

Obviously, we have kept out those that have only B2C  
solutions. 

And finally, a list like this cannot claim to be comprehensive. 
We will love to be pointed to any significant company that we 
have missed. This is the beginning of a research on Indian 
enterprise AI that we have started. This is the very first step. 

Is there any information that we have presented not avail-
able on Internet? Hardly. We ourselves have used it exten-
sively to gather that info. You will find many top 10, top 22, 
top 30 AI companies lists—their CEOs name, funding they 
have received, who are the investors, number of rounds of 
funding, sometimes where they are based. These informa-
tion is of little use to an enterprise tech manager looking for 
a conversational AI solution for retail industry or an intel-
ligent industrial IoT solution. 

The scope of the story does not allow us to get into details. 
All we have done is to help reduce the enterprise AI shop-
pers’ list from 60 to seven or three. That is all we promise. 

Ours is a curation job for the enterprise tech managers 
who are looking to work with Indian startups to roll out AI. 

What we found
Before we get into the actual list, here is what we found, 
based on the analysis of 85 companies that we have listed.
Bengaluru is still the AI capital. Talent, conducive envi-
ronment for entrepreneurship, and presence of VCs make 
Bengaluru the preferred location for AI startups. More than 
half the AI startups are based in Bengaluru. With many tar-
geting developed markets, it is no surprise that the Mumbai- 
and Delhi-based CIOs have not heard about many of them. 
Most AI players are focusing on horizontal solutions. 
Two out of three AI companies are developing solutions 
that can be used in multiple industries. In fact, except for 
healthcare, there is hardly any major vertical focused solu-
tion. Do not get us wrong. We are not talking of adoption. We 
are talking of specialized solutions. Financial services and 
online retail may still use a lot of AI-leveraged solutions but 
those solutions are largely in areas like customer service or 
user analytics, that can have use cases in almost any indus-
try, especially B2C. Retail industry, especially online retail, 
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would be a major user of AI but much of that is 
developed internally.
Chatbots/Chatbot creation platforms are the 
most common offerings. Do not be surprised 
if many believe AI to be synonymous with chat-
bots. More than one in four startups are develop-
ing conversational products. This includes the 
branded bots, platforms for enterprise to build 
their bots, natural language processing (NLP) 
interfaces and similar products. While some are 
focusing on verticals, others are focusing on func-

tions (like employee communications).
Most companies are between 1-5 years old. 
More than four out of five AI startups are 
between 1 and 5 years old. In fact, close to two-
third of them are three years or younger—that 
started in or after 2015.

The list is presented with basic information that 
is of use to enterprises—company, website, year of 
start-ups, vertical or horizontal, solution category 
and actual solution. We hope that is enough to 
start your own focused exploration!

Conversational/Chatbots/Chatbot Platforms/NlP Engines

Intelligent Analytics/BI

HR

Healthcare/Medical

AI Platforms

Vertical Application other than Healthcare

It/Security Management

Ux

Image Processing/Computer Vision

Industrial Iot/Analytics

BPM Automation/Decision Automation

other Horizontal Business Function Automation

others
Sources: 9.9 Group Research
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AARC yekaliva.ai Chennai 2018 Horizontal Yekaliva Platform for creating chatbots
Absentia VR norah.ai Bengaluru 2015 Vertical (Gaming) Norah AI-based workflow for generating games
Actify Data labs actifydatalabs.com Bengaluru 2018 Horizontal Actify AI Solution for Pharma, Credit and other industries
Active.ai active.ai Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (Financial Services) triniti Conversational AI engine built specifically for financial services
Agara labs agaralabs.com Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Agara Analytics of customer communications for insights and predictions
Aindra Systems aindra.in Bengaluru 2012 Vertical Aindra IS Cervical cancer detection system
Amplify.ai (Earlier botworx.ai) amplify.ai Noida 2016 Horizontal amplify.ai Chatbots for B2C companies
Artivatic Data labs artivatic.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal AV series Horizontal AI engines with solutions for multiple industry applications
Arya.ai arya.ai Mumbai 2013 Horizontal VEGA End-to-end deep learning platform for data scientists
AskSid asksid.ai Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal AskSid Bot for helping on women's fashion to retail/e-commerce
Attentive.ai attentive.ai New Delhi 2016 Horizontal Attentive.ai AI-based mapping solutions for roads, buildings and land
Avaamo avaamo.com Bengaluru 2014 Horizontal Avaamo Various components for conversation design

Avanseus avanseus.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Avanseus Cognitive  
Assistant for Networks Predictive maintenance of networks

Bash.ai bash.ai Gurugram 2017 Horizontal BASH Chatbots for HR application
Boxx.ai boxx.ai Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (E-Commerce) Boxx.ai AI-powered UX for e-commerce
BrainaSoft brainasoft.com Ahmedabad 2013 Horizontal Braina AI-powered virtual assistant

CloudSEK cloudsek.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal X-Vigil Machine learning powered security monitoring, threat protection and data 
protection solution

Coviam engati.com/coviam.com Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal ENGAtI Free chatbot platform to build, train, integrate chatbots
CreditVidya creditvidya.com Mumbai 2013 Vertical (Financial Services) CreditVidya AI-based credit underwriting automation

CruxIQ cruxiq.com Chennai 2016 Horizontal CruxIQ AI-based platform for analyzing legal contracts and summarizing in 
natural language

Cuddle.ai (Subsidiary of Fractal 
Analytics) cuddle.ai Mumbai 2016 Horizontal Cuddle AI-based business intelligence

CustomerSuccessBox customersuccessbox.com Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (Saas Providers) CustomerSuccessBox Automate customer onboarding, product usage analysis and user 
communication

Discovery AI discovery.ai Pune 2016 Horizontal Discovery AI Conversational AI platform

Edge Networks edgenetworks.in Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal HIREalchemy AI-powered HR platform for talent acquisition, internal workforce 
optimization and analytics

Engineer.ai engineer.ai Gurugram 2012 Horizontal CloUDoPS AI-leveraged tool for building custom software

Entropiktech entropiktech.com, affectlab.io Bengaluru, Mumbai 2016 Horizontal Affectlabs Consumer behavior research platform that combines EEG, Facial 
Expression Analysis & Eye tracking

Fabulyst fabulyst.com Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (Retail) Fabulyst Virtual Salesman for fashion stores
Floatboat floatboat.ai Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Floatboat Conversational AI engine 
Fluid AI fluid.ai Mumbai 2008 Horizontal Fluid AI Intelligent and predictive analytics for custom applications
Flutura flutura.com Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal (All Manufacturing) CEREBRA Industrial Iot platform for proactive maintenance
Formcept formcept.com Bengaluru 2011 Horizontal Mecbot Data analytics platform
Frrole frrole.ai Bengaluru 2014 Horizontal Scout, DeepSense Marketing analytics, inteligent recruiting
Glib.ai glib.ai Ahmedabad 2013 Horizontal Glib.ai Customer messaging platform
Haptik haptik.ai Mumbai 2013 Horizontal Haptik Customer service and engagement platform
Hizen Intelligence Hizensys.com; fitbots.com Bengaluru 2018 Horizontal Fitbots AI-based talent engagement platform
Innefu labs innefu.com New Delhi 2011 Horizontal Authshield, Prophecy AI-based cyber security solution, video analaytics solution
leena AI leena.ai Delhi 2015 Horizontal leena AI-powered HR Help Desk 
light Information Systems nlpbots.com Mumbai 2013 Horizontal HR ASSISt Employee conversational bot
locus locus.sh Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Multiple products AI-based supply chain decision making engine
lucep lucep.com Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal omnipath AI-based click to call customer callback solution
lymbyc (formerly Ma Foi Analytics) lymbyc.com Bengaluru 2012 Vertical lymbyc Analytics solutions for MR and Pharma companies

Enterprise AI Solutions Startups In India
Company Website City Start Year Horizontal/Vertical Product Solution Description
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Agara labs agaralabs.com Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Agara Analytics of customer communications for insights and predictions
Aindra Systems aindra.in Bengaluru 2012 Vertical Aindra IS Cervical cancer detection system
Amplify.ai (Earlier botworx.ai) amplify.ai Noida 2016 Horizontal amplify.ai Chatbots for B2C companies
Artivatic Data labs artivatic.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal AV series Horizontal AI engines with solutions for multiple industry applications
Arya.ai arya.ai Mumbai 2013 Horizontal VEGA End-to-end deep learning platform for data scientists
AskSid asksid.ai Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal AskSid Bot for helping on women's fashion to retail/e-commerce
Attentive.ai attentive.ai New Delhi 2016 Horizontal Attentive.ai AI-based mapping solutions for roads, buildings and land
Avaamo avaamo.com Bengaluru 2014 Horizontal Avaamo Various components for conversation design

Avanseus avanseus.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Avanseus Cognitive  
Assistant for Networks Predictive maintenance of networks

Bash.ai bash.ai Gurugram 2017 Horizontal BASH Chatbots for HR application
Boxx.ai boxx.ai Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (E-Commerce) Boxx.ai AI-powered UX for e-commerce
BrainaSoft brainasoft.com Ahmedabad 2013 Horizontal Braina AI-powered virtual assistant

CloudSEK cloudsek.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal X-Vigil Machine learning powered security monitoring, threat protection and data 
protection solution

Coviam engati.com/coviam.com Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal ENGAtI Free chatbot platform to build, train, integrate chatbots
CreditVidya creditvidya.com Mumbai 2013 Vertical (Financial Services) CreditVidya AI-based credit underwriting automation

CruxIQ cruxiq.com Chennai 2016 Horizontal CruxIQ AI-based platform for analyzing legal contracts and summarizing in 
natural language

Cuddle.ai (Subsidiary of Fractal 
Analytics) cuddle.ai Mumbai 2016 Horizontal Cuddle AI-based business intelligence

CustomerSuccessBox customersuccessbox.com Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (Saas Providers) CustomerSuccessBox Automate customer onboarding, product usage analysis and user 
communication

Discovery AI discovery.ai Pune 2016 Horizontal Discovery AI Conversational AI platform

Edge Networks edgenetworks.in Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal HIREalchemy AI-powered HR platform for talent acquisition, internal workforce 
optimization and analytics

Engineer.ai engineer.ai Gurugram 2012 Horizontal CloUDoPS AI-leveraged tool for building custom software

Entropiktech entropiktech.com, affectlab.io Bengaluru, Mumbai 2016 Horizontal Affectlabs Consumer behavior research platform that combines EEG, Facial 
Expression Analysis & Eye tracking

Fabulyst fabulyst.com Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (Retail) Fabulyst Virtual Salesman for fashion stores
Floatboat floatboat.ai Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Floatboat Conversational AI engine 
Fluid AI fluid.ai Mumbai 2008 Horizontal Fluid AI Intelligent and predictive analytics for custom applications
Flutura flutura.com Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal (All Manufacturing) CEREBRA Industrial Iot platform for proactive maintenance
Formcept formcept.com Bengaluru 2011 Horizontal Mecbot Data analytics platform
Frrole frrole.ai Bengaluru 2014 Horizontal Scout, DeepSense Marketing analytics, inteligent recruiting
Glib.ai glib.ai Ahmedabad 2013 Horizontal Glib.ai Customer messaging platform
Haptik haptik.ai Mumbai 2013 Horizontal Haptik Customer service and engagement platform
Hizen Intelligence Hizensys.com; fitbots.com Bengaluru 2018 Horizontal Fitbots AI-based talent engagement platform
Innefu labs innefu.com New Delhi 2011 Horizontal Authshield, Prophecy AI-based cyber security solution, video analaytics solution
leena AI leena.ai Delhi 2015 Horizontal leena AI-powered HR Help Desk 
light Information Systems nlpbots.com Mumbai 2013 Horizontal HR ASSISt Employee conversational bot
locus locus.sh Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Multiple products AI-based supply chain decision making engine
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lymbyc (formerly Ma Foi Analytics) lymbyc.com Bengaluru 2012 Vertical lymbyc Analytics solutions for MR and Pharma companies

Company Website City Start Year Horizontal/Vertical Product Solution Description
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Mad Street Den madstreetden.com Chennai 2013 Horizontal Mad Street Den AI platform and tools (see vu.ai)
Mate labs matelabs.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal NA NA
Mihup mihup.com Kolkata 2016 Horizontal mihup Indian language text-to-speech solutions for multiple applications
Morph.ai morph.ai Gurugram 2016 Horizontal Morph.ai Conversational marketing chatbot
My Ally myally.ai Hyderabad 2015 Horizontal myally.ai AI-based recruiting solution
Netradyne netradyne.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal driveri AI-based commercial vehicle safety and monitoring solution
Niki.ai (techbins) niki.ai Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Niki.ai AI-based B2C chatbot which brands can leverage
Niramai Health Analytix niramai.com Bengaluru 2016 Vertical (Healthcare) Niramai Breast cancer detection system
Noodle Analytics (noodle.ai) noodle.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal BEASt AI-based Big Data analytics platform
observe AI observe.ai Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal observe AI AI-powered tools for call center agents
Param.ai param.ai Hyderabad 2017 Horizontal Param.ai End-to-end recruiting platform
Peritus.ai peritus.ai Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Peritus Data center automation using AI
Petasense petasense.com Bengaluru 2014 Vertical Vibration Mote Predictive maintenance of rotating machines
Playment playment.io Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Playment Computer vision, with driving automation applications 
PositiveNaick Analytics positivenaick.com Chennai 2017 Horizontal NA Services
Quantiphi quantiphi.com Mumbai 2013 Horizontal Quantifi Computer vision, natural language processing 
Quilt.ai quilt.ai New Delhi 2017 Horizontal Quilt.ai AI-based analytics of customers based on trends, affinity, culture, etc
Qure.ai (subsidiary of Fractal 
Analytics) qure.ai Mumbai 2016 Vertical (Healthcare) Qure.ai Multiple healthcare solutions using AI

Racetrack racetrack.ai Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Marvin, turing Virtual sales and sales-support assistant; customer analytics
Revarn revarn.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Multiple Multiple AI tools including bot platforms
Rockmetric rockmetric.com Mumbai 2015 Horizontal Rockmetric Cognitive data analytics with natural language search
Scoredata scoredata.com Pune 2012 Horizontal Scorefast Self-learning predictive analytics platform
Senseforth senseforth.com Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal Senseforth Intelligent bots for multiple industries
Shipsy shipsy.in Gurugram 2015 Horizontal Shipsy Predictive supply chain analytics
Sigtuple sigtuple.com Bengaluru 2015 Vertical (Healthcare) Sigtuple Visual analytics of medical data
SmartHealth smarthealth.ai New Delhi 2018 Vertical (Healthcare) SmartHealth AI-powered analytics solution for hospitals
Spoonshot spoonshot.com Bengaluru 2015 Vertical Spoonshot Customer taste prediction for restaurants and FMCG companies
Staqu staqu.com Gurugram 2015 Horizontal ABHED AI-based Human Efface Detection
Supertext AI supertext.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal Chatclay Chatbot platform
talview talview.com Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal talview AI-powered recruitment, talent management solution
tAo the Automation office taoautomation.com Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal tAo RPA for business process management
ten3t Healthcare ten3thehealth.com Bengaluru 2014 Vertical CICER Preventing healthcare using wearables to monitor
thirdWatch thirdwatch.ai Gurugram 2016 Vertical (E-Commerce) Mitra AI-based fraud detection for e-commerce companies
tricog Health Service tricog.com Bengaluru 2014 Vertical (Healthcare) tricogInstaECG AI-powered instant ECG solution

trilyo trilyo.com Bengaluru 2015 Vertical trilyo Customer service, concierge management and marketing for hotels 
leveraging AI

Uncanny Vision uncannyvision.com Bengaluru 2011 Horizontal Uncanny Embedded deep learning system
Verloop verloop.io Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal NA Customer support and engagement platform
Vernacular.ai vernacular.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal Vernacular AI Multilingual chatbots
VideoKen videoken.com Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Videoken Intelligent video players
vPhrase vphrase.com Mumbai 2015 Horizontal PHRAZoR Natural language-based BI
Vue.ai (Specialized co of  
Mad Street Den) vue.ai Chennai 2016 Vertical (Retail) vu.ai AI-based retail automation

Worxogo worxogo.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Mia Personal productivity coach for employees
Xurmo xurmo.com Bengaluru 2009 Horizontal Xurmo Big Data analytics platform
Zenatix (Subsidiary of Hero 
Electronix) zenatix.com Gurugram 2013 Horizontal WAttMAN Intelligent Iot-based solution for energy management

Enterprise AI Solutions Startups In India
Company Website City Start Year Horizontal/Vertical Product Solution Description
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Shipsy shipsy.in Gurugram 2015 Horizontal Shipsy Predictive supply chain analytics
Sigtuple sigtuple.com Bengaluru 2015 Vertical (Healthcare) Sigtuple Visual analytics of medical data
SmartHealth smarthealth.ai New Delhi 2018 Vertical (Healthcare) SmartHealth AI-powered analytics solution for hospitals
Spoonshot spoonshot.com Bengaluru 2015 Vertical Spoonshot Customer taste prediction for restaurants and FMCG companies
Staqu staqu.com Gurugram 2015 Horizontal ABHED AI-based Human Efface Detection
Supertext AI supertext.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal Chatclay Chatbot platform
talview talview.com Bengaluru 2012 Horizontal talview AI-powered recruitment, talent management solution
tAo the Automation office taoautomation.com Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal tAo RPA for business process management
ten3t Healthcare ten3thehealth.com Bengaluru 2014 Vertical CICER Preventing healthcare using wearables to monitor
thirdWatch thirdwatch.ai Gurugram 2016 Vertical (E-Commerce) Mitra AI-based fraud detection for e-commerce companies
tricog Health Service tricog.com Bengaluru 2014 Vertical (Healthcare) tricogInstaECG AI-powered instant ECG solution

trilyo trilyo.com Bengaluru 2015 Vertical trilyo Customer service, concierge management and marketing for hotels 
leveraging AI

Uncanny Vision uncannyvision.com Bengaluru 2011 Horizontal Uncanny Embedded deep learning system
Verloop verloop.io Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal NA Customer support and engagement platform
Vernacular.ai vernacular.ai Bengaluru 2016 Horizontal Vernacular AI Multilingual chatbots
VideoKen videoken.com Bengaluru 2017 Horizontal Videoken Intelligent video players
vPhrase vphrase.com Mumbai 2015 Horizontal PHRAZoR Natural language-based BI
Vue.ai (Specialized co of  
Mad Street Den) vue.ai Chennai 2016 Vertical (Retail) vu.ai AI-based retail automation

Worxogo worxogo.com Bengaluru 2015 Horizontal Mia Personal productivity coach for employees
Xurmo xurmo.com Bengaluru 2009 Horizontal Xurmo Big Data analytics platform
Zenatix (Subsidiary of Hero 
Electronix) zenatix.com Gurugram 2013 Horizontal WAttMAN Intelligent Iot-based solution for energy management

Company Website City Start Year Horizontal/Vertical Product Solution Description
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Let’s make 
way for 
DevSecOps
Today CIO’s/CISO’s should 
revise DevOps to include 
Security module from beginning 

DevSecOps, or the blending of an enterprise’s applications 
development with systems operations teams with collaboration 
of security has become a trendy IT topic. The new operating 
model is often employed in conjunction with Agile software 
development methods and leverages the scalability of cloud 
computing -- all in the interest of making companies more nim-
ble and competitive. Today CIO’s/CISO’s should revise DevOps 
to include Security module from beginning. Investing in firewalls 
and perimeter defense isn’t bad per se but with high profile 
breaches due to exploits such as Heartbleed, Poodle, Bash, etc. 
which left organizations with black eyes, it’s clear that simply 
guarding the borders is not enough. By adding security to a 
DevOps program, CIO’s/CISO’s and their teams will be forced to 
think about security in a more granular way -- at the start of the 
software development process, rather than as an afterthought.

“DevSecOps” can then be termed as its development, secu-
rity and operations operating as a dynamic force to create 
solutions which are security eccentric with focus on a secure 
infrastructure.

Integrating security into DevOps to deliver “DevSecOps” 
requires changing mindsets, processes and technology.  

One must adhere to the collaborative, agile nature of DevOps  
to be seamless and transparent in the development process, 
making the Sec in DevSecOps silent. Below are the key prerequi-
sites which organizations should inculcate to build on DevSec-
Ops model:
 Adapt the security testing tools and processes to the devel-

opers, not the other way around

AuthOr

Aditya Khullar
Technical Leader India – 
Cyber Security, Paytm

To know more about the prerequisites and challenges to 
build and implement DevSecOps model and the steps that 
can be used to align seamlessly security with DevOps, go 
to: https://bit.ly/2uSKJCu or scan the Qr code
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Think Security

Importance of user 
awareness training 
Personal data of 1.5 million patients were stolen in the 
largest data breach ever in Singapore’s history

Latest security breach where hackers were able to overcome, 
Singapore’s much vaunted cybersecurity defenses and compro-
mise the personal data of over a quarter of the Southeast Asian 
nation’s population. Is a grim reminder that even the best in the 
breed of security can be hacked!!

Personal data of 1.5 million patients were stolen in the larg-
est data breach ever in Singapore’s history. Singapore recently 
scored 0.925 in the cybersecurity ranking by the International 
Telecommunication Union, a United Nations agency, which 
means as a nation deemed to have the best cyber security 
practices. The incident has dented nations reputation and ques-
tioned the cyber security preparedness. The incident is also a 
grim reminder that your security is as strong as your weakest 
link which most often factor to “HUMAN ELEMENT”.

The names, identity numbers, address, gender, race and date 
of birth of patients who visited SingHealth clinics between May 
1, 2015 and July 4, 2018 were compromised. Even the personal 
data and prescription information of the Prime Minister, Lee 
Hsien Loong, was exposed.

The preliminary investigation indicates that malware down-
loaded through a compromised website or a phishing email at 
a front-end workstation led to the breach. The malware allowed 
the hackers to use account credentials – user names and pass-
words – to gain access to the SingHealth database. The breach 
highlighted the fact that the best technology cannot stop a 
breach if a user unwittingly lets in a hacker. 

AuthOr

Vaibhav Pendurkar
Vice President - Global 
Information Security 
Operations, Duff & Phelps 

To know more about the breach and how it highlights 
user awareness, go to: https://bit.ly/2Gn06QN or scan 
the Qr code
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Incident 
response 
framework 
during cyber 
attacks

the threat of cyber-attacks has more than made their pres-
ence felt across different domains throughout the world. Right 
from virtual bank thefts to partly candid onslaughts from 
nation-states, the year 2017 has been extremely harsh on IT 
security. Cyber-attacks can be broadly categorized into assaults 
that harm the computers in focus to cut them out offline, or 
onslaughts to get hands on the target computer’s data and their 
admin rights.

Cyber-attacks are as of now a bone of contention not just for 
governments and defense entrepreneurs, but they also persist 
to prey on a multifarious range of industries. As it is well known 
that prevention is better than cure, there is no better way to fight 
cybersecurity attacks than being equipped for it in advance. The 
self-styled WannaCry ransomware attack had affected hun-
dreds of thousands of computers all over the world. The attack 
was so disastrous because companies had not consolidated 
their framework on time so they had not prepared for it.

An incident response framework facilitates you weed out the 
threats that form the big picture of the invasion. The eventual 
objective of an incident response system besides thoroughly 
curbing every incident is also to be able to identify the tech-
niques modus operandi of an attack. Incident response is 
built on the technique that identifies and details the measures 
used by an aggressor to jeopardize a system. This information 
then helps thwart off any future attacks and update incident 
response activities taking into account the last assault.

Effectual cybersecurity stands on three pillars; people, pro-

cesses and technology. These prove to be the best combina-
tion to handle cyber-attacks, to detect, handle, register and 
evaluate security menace or occurrences in actuality. A sound 
incident response structure is designed to give stability and an 
all-inclusive perspective to any security considerations in an IT 
setup. A breach of the security incident can be anything from a 
dynamic threat to an intruding attack or data breach that spells 
victory for the perpetrators. Policy lapses and illegal entry into 
information bank like health, financial, social security numbers 
and records that are specific to individuals are all instances of 
attacks on security.

Let us see a few of the best practices that can make your 
stack armoured in the event of a cyber attack and the ideal 
response from incident framework on how to establish an opti-
mum cyber security incident response.

The steps are as follows:

1. Gear up
This begins with a criticality assessment, followed by threat 
analysis. Issues pertaining to the first pillar; people, have to be 
dealt with. This should be followed by the focus on process, 
technology and information, and deployment of fundamentals.

AuthOr

unique Kumar
Head of Digital Security, 
Max Healthcare

To read more about the steps, go to:  
https://bit.ly/2S74uez or scan the Qr code

An incident response framework 
facilitates you weed out the 
threats that form the big picture 
of the invasion 
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Think Security

The five 
vowels for 
a security 
manager
Within IT domain, while user 
facing areas like martech, social 
media, IoT, Big Data, see some 
occasional light-hearted banter, 
security is considered too serious 
to ‘succumb’ to that 

My Very Educated Mother Just Showed Us Nine Planets—
remember the school days how we used to remember the 
sequence of planets in terms of their distance from the sun? Or 
BB ROY of Great Britain has a Very Good Wife—that told us the 
resistance color codes? But somewhere as we grew up, tech-
nology jargons, business jargons and clichés replaced those 
interesting ways to remember things.

It need not be. I thought we could make a small beginning 
by converting a security managers’ focus today to an interest-
ing acronym. As I was working on that, I found that the swara 
(voice) of the security managers can be expressed by the five 
swara varnas (vowels) – A, E, I, O, U.

So, here are the five vowels (pancha swara, going by the 
fashion these days of giving a Sanskrit name) of the security 
managers. And they are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

Here are the five vowels and what they mean for the  
security manager.

Automation. Security automation today is a given fact. In 
today’s context, it serves four major objectives. The lowest 
hanging fruit in all automation—security is no exception—is 
enhanced efficiency. Two, for many tasks such as incident 
response and investigation, the time of response and resol-
ution has to be really small. That requires automation. With  
large volume of data needed to be sifted and analyzed, a human 
process is not just inefficient, it is prone to errors. And finally, 
availability of skilled manpower is a challenge. Automation 
allows to free up human beings from repetitive tasks even  
while doing it better. No surprise, from simple monitoring to 
advanced proactive threat detection, automation is ruling the 
security landscape.

AuthOr

upkar Singh
Director - IT, 
FIS Global

To know more about the remaining vowels, go to:  
https://bit.ly/2SYsc6t or scan the Qr code
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Powering 
the Future 
of Work
At Citrix’s Synergy Direct, the 
discussions were on the Future of 
Work and how CIOs can help their 
enterprise make the transition to a 
secure digital workspace
By CIO&LEADER

Refreshment Area

of these shifts, CIOs must enable transformation and have 
innovative strategies in their arsenal to ensure that the ben-
efits of leadership in digital accrue to the enterprise.

The day-long event was kicked off by an opening note by 
Ravindra Kelkar, Senior Director – Enterprise and PSU 
Business at Citrix. With his expertise in managing technol-
ogy and business transitions, Ravindra set the tone for Syn-
ergy Direct. The welcome speech was delivered by Parag 
Arora, Managing Director, Cloud Networking, who took up 
the tenor from Ravindra explaining what Future of Work 

Opening remark by Ravindra Kelkar,  
Senior Director - Sales, Citrix India

event rePort

The Future of Work is NOW and who better 
than CIOs to understand and lead the trans-
formation in their respective organizations to 
help them better prepare to be future ready? 
However, there are many aspects to creating, 
maintaining and sustaining a digital work-

space that are still being fleshed out. Not many technology 
leaders as such are ready to take on this task of preparing 
and executing a digital workspace environment..

To fill this lacunae, CIO&Leader in partnership with 
Citrix held a panel discussion, titled ‘This is how Future 
works’ in Mumbai on October 24. The aim of the session 
was to enable CIOs take the next steps towards building a 
secure digital workspace. 

As we know, taking the steps to connect devices, apps and 
data help expand the limitations of geography, time and 
productivity. Citrix organized the event to bring customers 
and innovation together, delivering the experience people 
want, with flexibility, choice and security. Citrix believes 
that it is not technology that shapes people, their actions or 
environment. Rather, in today’s workspaces and the era of 
the new-age worker, it is the tools that people need as per 
their requirements. However, in order to realize the benefits 

t
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across APJ for Citrix, driving customer engagements and 
leading enablement activities and assuring customer and 
partner alignment with Citrix resources. In his talk, Aaron 
explained what Citrix Workspace offered clients – Work-
space App, Desktop Workspace, Access Control for SaaS, 
Access your Content, Mobile Workspace – and how it 
ensured digital transformation and leadership for an enter-
prise – total experience with brand personalization, and 
institution of Workspace Hub with Secure Mail.

Post a short break and booth tour, the participants gath-
ered again in the seminar hall to listen to an engaging panel 
discussion between Anuja Shukla, Cloud Technology 
Partners Lead, India, Google Cloud and Vivek Agarwal, 
Head of Chrome Enterprise India, Google Cloud. Together, 
they walked the audience through ‘Cloud Based Digital 
Workspaces’ helping them understand how Google Cloud, 
Chrome Enterprise and Citrix are partnering to provide the 
best-in-class technology for a modern, cloud based Digital 
Workspace. Google Cloud equips enterprises to build their 
digital assets and populate their corporate workspaces as 
they transition into a new way of working. The participants 
were explained how Chrome Enterprise and Citrix Cloud can 
bring performance, security and flexibility to their enterprise.

Partners for Citrix Synergy Direct

'This is how Future works' conducted by R. Giridhar, 
Group Editor, 9.9 Group

Keynote on 'Powering the Future of Work' by Aaron 
Mowbray, Senior Director, APJ Pre-Sales, Citrix Systems

Delegates register at the Citrix Synergy 
Direct Conference

actually meant and entailed. With his considerable experi-
ence in driving innovation at top BFSI  clients, Parag took 
the audience through the finer details of digital workplaces 
and what acumen digital leaders must possess to drive 
transformational business changes through technology.

The Keynote, titled ‘Powering the Future of Work’ was 
delivered by Aaron Mowbray, Senior Director, APJ Pre-
Sales, Citrix Systems. Aaron leads pre-sales activities 
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Citrix experience zone

Feedback is a 
welcome thing

Delegates at the partner booths

Networking during booth tour

The second keynote by Aaron, titled ‘Powering the Future 
of Work in Hybrid Cloud World’ offered an insight into the 
many options that enterprises have when it comes to hybrid 
– Multi/hybrid cloud, Citrix and Microsoft, Multi contain-
erization support for MAM, SD WAN. He also answered 
the many concerns of CIOs around digital workspaces like 
Security Compliance, Business Continuity, ADC, ITM, 
Secure Browser, Analytics, etc.

A second booth tour and lunch followed this session. Post 
lunch, the sessions were divided under two heads – Track I 
and Track II, comprising 4 sessions each. Under Track I, the 
first session was presented by Vikram Khanna, who briefed 
the participants on ‘What's new with Citrix SD-WAN’. Ses-
sion 2 provided inputs on how enterprises can embrace 
hybrid deployments with XenApp and XenDesktop Service 
and was ably presented by Thejo Murthy. In Session 3, Kar-
tik Thakkar provided insights on the new features in Citrix 
networking, whereas the last session took the participants 
through the nitty-gritty of ‘Creating an Enterprise-wide 
Security Framework for SaaS with Citrix Workspace’ and 
was presented by Mohit Khanna.

Under Track II, the first session titled ‘How the Secure 
Digital Perimeter can help Secure your Digital Workspace’ 
emphasized the importance of security and how it can be 

achieved. It was presented by Nitin Bansal. The next session 
provided a ready reckoner to Linux VDI by ‘Demystify-
ing Linux VDI: How to Deliver Linux Virtual Desktops on 
Demand’ with Satish Tikhe making a lucid presentation to 
the participants. Session 3 was on securing against ransom-
ware, titled ‘How to Break the Cyber Kill Chain of Ransom-
ware’ had the audiences hooked, as SandipWarke walked 
them through the details skillfully. The last session under 
this track was titled ‘CSP Session - DaaS: Accelerating EUC 
Transformation’ wherein Anunta helped the audience 
understand the importance and the way to ensuring fast 
transformation in their enterprise. An evening session ‘This 
is how Future works!’ moderated by R. Giridhar, Group 
Editor, 9.9 Group, had an animated discussion between pan-
elists Aaron and Anuja, and had the audience hooked. 

Digital workspaces are not a distant future but the present 
reality. Organizations are scrambling against time to ensure 
that their workspaces are not left behind in this race, as they 
risk losing their competitive edge, if left behind. For the 
audience, it was an opportunity to understand the technol-
ogy shifts and get insights into a crucial area 
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insight

increasing Role 
Of UX/CX in the 
Journey Of Digital 
transformation
The dominance of user experience in retail, healthcare or 
banking verticals is due to its mastery of artificial intelligence  
and the ability of machines to execute requests that was once 
the purview of humans alone
By Nilesh Gupta
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Today, startups that build tools for 
businesses looking to automate their 
customer service experience and 
operations are being acquired by 
global companies. Though they may 
have the necessary automation tools 
that may be required during the digital 
journey, they may not necessarily have 
the experience to accelerate the digital 
transformation itself.

User/Customer Experience (CX)  
is the most important element in  
the journey of digital transformation 
that every organization should be 
striving to improve. Today AI drives 
almost every aspect of your shopping 
experience wherever or whoever you 
are. The dominance of user experi-
ence in retail, healthcare or banking 
verticals is due partly to its mastery 
of artificial intelligence (including the 
decision-making process) and to the 
ability of machines executing your 
request that was once the purview of 
humans alone. But then the question 
arises as to who should be the right 
people you will need to sign-up to be 
part of your journey? As customers 
we strive to expect more, and we will 
handshake only with partners/ven-
dors that embrace this and deliver it 
through meaningful experiences.

Nowadays, most enterprises in their 
journey are not on a single digital plat-

t
form. They’re on disparate platforms 
with number of different channels.  
For example, during our visits to dif-
ferent customer offices, we have wit-
nessed enterprises using multiple  
tools that form their unified commu-
nication standards. Now if enterprises 
have to deep-dive and bring in their 
own teams to learn and then chalk  
out the DX roadmap, it could turn out 
very expensive or the ROI will take 
forever to be effective. Collaboration 
of these instant-messaging or other in-
house communication channels used 
with another programmable based 
API (Voice, Data, ITSM, etc.)  
is something a managed service pro-
vider (MSP) will bring in the experi-
ence to integrate with all the compo-
nents that form the part of the unified 
communication.

Secondly, the digital infrastructure 
that will be required as part of the 
digital transformation is often compre-
hensive and will be requiring a right 
service provider to stitch the solutions 
from many CX based solution partners 
that will form the full technology stack 
along with base infrastructure. This 
includes everything from managing 
the security and network for various 
omni-channel to rolling out AI and 
machine learning solutions to enable 
true digital transformation. I believe 

that enterprises will take more pro-
active steps to engage with the right 
service provider that has experience 
in bringing both sides of experience to 
empower their employees on how tech-
nology can change their everyday lives 
by embracing the DX journey.

Thirdly, with the way technology 
is behaving by evolving everyday as 
against a decade ago, managed service 
providers need to understand the 
enterprises ever changing business 
conditions and respond with a holis-
tic solution during and after its DX 
transformation journey. Besides the 
one-time implementation strategy, a 
continuous improvement enhance-
ment to analyze and inventory the CX 
environments on a regular basis, typi-
cally every quarterly will help  
to evaluate the validity of outcome 
when compared to its competition in 
the marketplace.

Enterprises that plan in taking the 
plunge into digital transformation 
journey will need to have a strong rela-
tionship with IT managed service part-
ner who can successfully guide them 
in adapting the new way of services 
model in this digital age  

—The author is Vice President & Global Head 
- Digital Infrastructure Managed Solutions & 
Strategy (IMS), 3i Infotech

User/Customer Experience 
(CX) is the most important 
element in the journey of digital 
transformation that every 
organization should strive for
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ineffective software 
And Poor Processes 
hindering Workforce 
Productivity: study
The Pegasystems study reveals employees switch apps more 
than 1,100 times adding unnecessary complexity that reduces 
efficiency and frustrates workers
By CIO&Leader
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Ineffective software and poor pro-
cesses are hindering productivity for 
many workers, according to a study by 
Pegasystems. In a study of live desktop 
activity, the results showed employees 
are forced to switch between up to 35 
job-critical applications nearly once 
a minute – or more than 1,100 times 
every day –  adding unnecessary com-
plexity that reduces efficiency and 
frustrates workers.

Pega analyzed nearly 5 million hours 
of desktop activity of operational sup-
port employees – who primarily per-
form routine back office, data entry, or 
contact center tasks – at Global 2000 
companies from January to Septem-
ber 2018. The data revealed two main 
areas blocking employees from achiev-
ing optimal productivity and job satis-
faction:
Inefficient applications and pro-
cesses: Businesses typically provide 
operational support workers with a 
number of structured applications that 
are specifically designed to help them 
speed through core tasks with minimal 
typing and scrolling. However, the 
study found workers are saddled with 
too many of these disconnected apps, 
leading to poor processes, increased 
errors, and wasted actions that could 
otherwise be automated:

 On average, workers perform 134 
copy and paste actions each day – 
highlighting how often employees 
must switch between applications 
using same data to complete a task.

 Employees commit 845 keying errors 
per day or once out of every 14 key 

Workers check their 
email 10 times per 
hour, or once every six 
minutes, throughout 
the day and spend 
13% of their time in 
email, of which only 
23% is spent on value-
generating work

strokes, which shows the potential to 
automate more of their workflow to 
reduce manual mistakes.

 Only 28% of active work time is  
spent in these structured applica-
tions versus free-form software like 
spreadsheets or word processing 
apps, suggesting that structured 
applications aren’t adequate enough 
to do the job alone.

Distractions from core work: From 
digital distractions to extraneous 
activities, there are many events over 
the course of the day that take workers’ 
attention away from productive tasks:

 Workers check their email 10 times 
per hour, or once every six minutes, 
throughout the course of their day.

 Employees spend 13% of their time in 
email, of which only 23% is spent on 
value-generating work.

 People who work longer shifts typi-
cally make nine percent more errors 
than those on shorter shifts, dem-
onstrating how attention spans drift 
over a long work day.
The study also reveals several other 

interesting dynamics, including:
 Employees make the most mistakes 
on Tuesdays, which had 22% more 
errors per employee vs Friday, the 
least error prone day of the week.

 Error rates are 50% higher when 
working in unstructured applica-
tions such as email, the application 
where the most errors occur.

 Workers multitasking between 30 
applications or more in a single shift 
have a 28% higher error rate than 
those using fewer apps 
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Edge Will 
Drive Change 
in 2019: study
The Vertiv study identifies top five 2019 datacenter trends
By CIO&Leader
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The edge of the network continues 
to be the epicenter of innovation in 
the datacenter space as the calendar 
turns to 2019, with activity focusing 
on increased intelligence designed to 
simplify operations, enable remote 
management and service, and bridge 
a widening skills gap, according to 
a study by Vertiv. This increasing 
sophistication of the edge is among 
the datacenter trends to watch in 2019 
as identified by Vertiv experts from 
around the globe..

“Today’s edge plays a critical role 
in data center and network opera-
tion and in the delivery of important 
consumer services,” said Vertiv CEO 
Rob Johnson. “This is a dramatic and 
fundamental change to the way we 
think about computing and data man-
agement. It should come as no surprise 
that activity in the data center space in 
2019 will be focused squarely on inno-
vation at the edge.”
 Simplifying the Edge: A smarter, 
simpler, more self-sufficient edge 
of the network is converging with 
broader industry and consumer 
trends, including the Internet of 
Things (IoT) and the looming rollout 
of 5G networks, to drive powerful, 
low-latency computing closer to the 
end-user.

 For many businesses, the edge has 
become the most mission critical part 
of their digital ecosystem. Intelligent 
infrastructure systems with machine 
learning capabilities working in 
tandem with cloud-based analytics 
are fundamentally changing the way 
we think about edge computing and 
edge services. The result will be a 
more robust, efficient edge of the net-
work with enhanced visibility and 
self-healing capabilities requiring 

For many businesses, 
the edge has become 
the most mission 
critical part of their 
digital ecosystem

limited active management. 
 Sharing views on the edge trend, 

Sunil Khanna, president and man-
aging director at Vertiv, India, said, 
“Most industries in India are recog-
nizing the limitations of supporting 
users and emerging technologies 
through centralized IT infrastruc-
tures and are pushing storage and 
computing closer to users and devic-
es. That shift is becoming necessary 
because of the increased connectivity 
of devices and people and the huge 
volumes of data they generate and 
consume. We believe this will require 
profound changes in the compute 
and storage infrastructure to support 
the smart and connected future, par-
ticularly at the local level.”

 Workforce Revolution: A workforce 
aging into retirement and train-
ing programs lagging behind the 
datacenter and edge evolution are 
creating staffing challenges for data-
centers around the globe. This will 
trigger parallel actions in 2019. First, 
organizations will begin to change 
the way they hire datacenter person-
nel, moving away from traditional 
training programs toward more 
agile, job-specific instruction with an 
eye toward the edge. More training 
will happen in-house. And second, 
businesses will turn to intelligent 
systems and machine learning to 
simplify operations, preserve insti-
tutional knowledge, and enable more 
predictive and efficient service and 
maintenance.

 Smarter, More Efficient UPS Sys-
tems: New battery alternatives will 
present opportunities for the broad 
adoption of UPS systems capable of 

more elegant interactions with the 
grid. In the short term, this will man-
ifest in load management and peak 
shaving features. Eventually, we will 
see organizations using some of the 
stored energy in their UPS systems 
to help the utility operate the electric 
grid. The static storage of all of that 
energy has long been seen as a rev-
enue-generator waiting to happen. 
We are moving closer to mainstream 
applications.

 Pursuing Normalization: The data-
center, even in the age of modular 
and prefabricated design, remains 
far too complex to expect full-fledged 
standardization of equipment. How-
ever, there is interest on two fronts: 
Standardization of equipment com-
ponents and normalization across 
datacenter builds. The latter is mani-
festing in the use of consistent archi-
tectures and equipment types, with 
regional differences, to keep systems 
simple and costs down. In both cases, 
the goal is to reduce equipment costs, 
shorten delivery and deployment 
timelines, and simplify service and 
maintenance.

 High-Power Processors and 
Advanced Cooling: As processor 
utilization rates increase to run 
advanced applications such as facial 
recognition or advanced data analyt-
ics, high-power processors create a 
need for innovative approaches to 
thermal management. Direct liquid 
cooling at the chip – meaning the 
processor or other components are 
partially or fully immersed in a liq-
uid for heat dissipation – is becoming 
a viable solution. Although most 
commonly used in high-performance 
computing configurations, the ben-
efits – including better server per-
formance, improved efficacy in high 
densities, and reduced cooling costs 
– justify additional consideration. 
Another area of innovation in ther-
mal management is extreme water-
free cooling, which is an increasingly 
popular alternative to traditional 
chilled water 
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india to Lead World 
in hybrid Cloud 
Adoption: study
The Nutanix study reveals the adoption of hybrid cloud workloads 
in India will more than triple from 13% today to 43% in the coming 
twenty-four months

By CIO&Leader
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India is set to lead the world in hybrid cloud usage 
and adoption over the next two years, according to a 
new global study by Nutanix.

The report, “The Nutanix Enterprise Cloud Index” 
compiled by Vanson Bourne, and commissioned by 
Nutanix found the adoption of hybrid cloud work-
loads in India will more than triple from 13% today to 
43% in the coming twenty-four months.

This rapid adoption is likely to help boost India’s 
economic muscle as the economy reaps the benefits 
from enhanced productivity and efficiency, while the 
nation’s enterprises become more flexible and resil-
ient. As Asia redefines its landscape in the light of 
the rapid onslaught of digital transformation – those 
nations equipped to maximize the potential from a 
fully connected economy will have a considerable 
advantage.

As enterprises pivot towards a hyper connected, 
always on, and digital environment, it’s becoming 
increasingly accepted that the promises of public 
cloud services will only be fully realized in a hybrid 
model – where public and private cloud environ-
ments of any type and size are fully integrated and 
interoperable.

This is where hybrid can add true value, providing 
enterprises with benefits, such as greater workload 
flexibility, simplicity in processing big data, broader 
use of cross platform IT services, enhanced data 
security and compliance, dramatic cost reduction 
and greater business growth and RoI.

The report is Nutanix’s first annual index aimed 
at measuring the global state and adoption of tradi-
tional and next generation private, public and hybrid 
cloud, including Indian enterprises.

The study identifies cloud experiences, priorities 
and trends of Indian enterprises and how they com-
pare globally and in Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ) 
region. The research found that India respondents 
use of private cloud ranked high and was surpassed 
only by Italy (49%), Germany (43%) and France (39%); 
however, the country trailed most of its global peers in 
hybrid cloud deployments with just 13% penetration, 
marginally ahead of France (11%) and the Nordics and 
the Netherlands with 12% respectively.

For India, the research suggests 91% of respondents 
agree cloud computing has increased the efficiency  
of their IT departments, 81% opine that mobility  
of applications between cloud environments is  
essential and 61% believe that having a simple  
way to move workloads from cloud to cloud and  
from cloud to on-premise infrastructure will solve  
a lot of problems.

Below are other key India findings of the report:

Further investments on time, money 
and skills on cloud services

 Study findings reveal that India will convert much 
of its private cloud usage (38%) to hybrid usage, 
as its use of private clouds is expected to drop 
by about a third (23%) during the same period it 
expects its hybrid use to more than triple (43%)

While business and data security 
are key priorities, IT performance  
is a major benefit

 Data security and compliance were ranked as  
the single biggest benefit of using a public cloud,  
on average, globally. These attributes tied with 
lower total cost of ownership (TCO) as the top  
perk when ranked by enterprises in the APJ  
region. India showed a higher ranking of security 
as a benefit than the global and APJ averages; how-
ever, it placed an even higher emphasis on perfor-
mance, which it ranked as the number one public 
cloud benefit

 India also seemed to value agility, scalability, and 
cost reduction less—and ease of management 
more—than its regional and global counterparts

Indian enterprises seem to fare  
better in controlling public  
cloud spend

 While public cloud service deployments were 
reported to exceed IT budgets by 36% of both  
global and APJ respondents, only 23% of Indian 
respondents reported being over budget with their 
public cloud services; 77% reported being on or 
under budget

Indian companies are doing better 
in getting all needs met by public 
cloud services

 More than half of Indian respondents (54%)  
indicate that all their needs are being met by  
public cloud services —12% higher than the global 
average and 22% higher than the average in the  
APJ region 
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Key technologies 
that Will Reach 
Mainstream 
Adoption in Five to 
ten Years

Blockchain and IoT are among those reaching mainstream 
adoption in the coming years
By CIO&Leader
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Blockchain, IoT, city operations centers, smart 
city frameworks, digital twins and smart con-
tracts are among the technologies that will achieve 
mainstream business adoption in the next five to 
10 years, according to Gartner.

Of the 29 technologies on this year’s Gartner’s 
Hype Cycle for IT, eight are entering the Slope of 
Enlightenment and climbing toward the Plateau 
of Productivity (see Figure 1).

Although blockchain technology maintains 
high visibility, Gartner does not expect blockchain 
architectures to be suitable for many enterprise 
activities, especially taking account of issues of 
decentralization, risk and governance. However, 
startups may continue to seek disruptive 
opportunities using the original block and chain 
concept, and Gartner recommends that business 
executives undertake scenario planning 
accordingly.

CIOs considering implementing blockchain 
technology should use clear language and 
definitions in internal discussions about the 
nature of this technology. They should also 
identify the points of integration with their 
existing infrastructures (such as digital wallets 

and core systems of record) to help determine 
future investment plans.

IoT has a business transformation and 
evolutionary impact on most organizations 
as it can be used as a key enabler to deliver 
services and create new business opportunities. 
IoT projects will impact most organizations’ 
competitive position, product development 
strategy and internal operations, as connected 
things will help generate revenue and lower 
costs.

A digital twin is a virtual representation of 
a real object that is designed to optimize the 
operation of assets such as aircraft, power plants 
and buildings. The primary short-term use is 
to lower maintenance costs and increase asset 
uptime.

Organizations considering the use of digital 
twins should focus on identifying a portfolio of 
digital twin initiatives that provide short (within 
one year) and midrange (within five years) 
paybacks. Simultaneously, they need to conduct 
a threat and opportunity analysis of their 
current business ecosystem, incorporating digital 
twin developments by competitors or partners 

B

Figure 1: Gartner’s 2018 Hype Cycle for IT

Source: Gartner (December 2018)
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ns'k dk lcls yksdfiz; vkSj fo‚luh; VsDuksykWth osclkbV 
fMftV vc fganh esa miyC/k gSaA u;h fganh osclkbV vkidks 

VsDuksykWth ls tqMs+ gj NksVh cM+h ?kVukvks ls voxr j[ksxhA lkFk 
esa u, fganh osclkbV ij vkidks fMftV VsLV ySc ls foLr`r xStsV 
fjO;q ls ysdj Vsd lq>ko feysaxsA fMftV tYn gh vkSj Hkh vU; 

Hkkjrh; Hkk"kkvks esa miyC/k gksxkA
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